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Commended by judges of the prestigious Victorian Premier's Literary Awards, The Current is the story of a
man's obsession with overcoming the forces of nature. At all costs.

When the president of a sinking tropical island calls on the world's most ingenious entrepreneurs to help save
his people, Peter Van Dooren answers the call.

Van Dooren's wealth and prestige mean that his family wants for nothing - except a husband and a father.

As an engineer, he believes his idea can not only save the island and its people's way of life. It could also
change the idea of nations and borders. After all, changing the world is what Van Dooren really wants. But
playing God may cost him his fortune and his own family.

While Van Dooren plots a world away, his wife, son and daughter sink deeper into their own personal abyss
of retail therapy, amateur pornography and religious extremism.

Everyone is adrift on the same tide of greed, lust and fear. This is the current that shapes the world. It always
has; it always will. Is anyone strong enough to resist it?

Ironic and slyly, bleakly humorous, The Current shows us how our modern affluence buys us material
comfort at the expense of a sense of purpose in our lives. It is a hopeful story about finding meaning in our
relationships and strength through our community. It asks us to rekindle our relationship with nature.

The style of writing is literary (thoughtful but humorous), and will appeal to readers of Jonathan Franzen
(particularly Freedom) and Michel Houellebecq (particularly Platform). Stylistically, The Current offers
readers a back and forth split storyline and portent of danger comparable to Paul Thomas Anderson's film,
Magnolia (1999).

The Current is international in scope, the subject and themes are globally topical, encompassing climate
change, family drama and refugees, so the book has strong international market potential.
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From reader reviews:

Irving Gaston:

Book is to be different per grade. Book for children until adult are different content. As it is known to us that
book is very important for people. The book The Current has been making you to know about other
knowledge and of course you can take more information. It is rather advantages for you. The reserve The
Current is not only giving you considerably more new information but also to get your friend when you
sense bored. You can spend your own personal spend time to read your book. Try to make relationship with
all the book The Current. You never sense lose out for everything in case you read some books.

Pedro Turk:

The guide untitled The Current is the reserve that recommended to you to study. You can see the quality of
the book content that will be shown to a person. The language that writer use to explained their way of doing
something is easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of investigation when write the book, so the
information that they share to your account is absolutely accurate. You also could get the e-book of The
Current from the publisher to make you far more enjoy free time.

Norman Duque:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or maybe 15 minute in your day to upgrading your mind ability or
thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you are having problem with the book as compared to can
satisfy your small amount of time to read it because pretty much everything time you only find e-book that
need more time to be learn. The Current can be your answer as it can be read by you who have those short
spare time problems.

Rex Vogler:

As a scholar exactly feel bored to be able to reading. If their teacher expected them to go to the library as
well as to make summary for some guide, they are complained. Just small students that has reading's heart or
real their interest. They just do what the instructor want, like asked to go to the library. They go to presently
there but nothing reading seriously. Any students feel that reading is not important, boring and also can't see
colorful pictures on there. Yeah, it is to become complicated. Book is very important in your case. As we
know that on this time, many ways to get whatever you want. Likewise word says, ways to reach Chinese's
country. So , this The Current can make you experience more interested to read.
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